To enhance the efficiency of data searching, most data owners store their data files in different cloud servers in the form of cipher-text. Thus, efficient search using fuzzy keywords becomes a critical issue in such a cloud computing environment. This paper proposes a method that aims at improving the efficiency of cipher-text retrieval and lowering storage overhead for fuzzy keyword search. In contrast to traditional approaches, the proposed method can reduce the complexity of Min-Hash-based fuzzy keyword search by using Min-Hash fingerprints to avoid the need to construct the fuzzy keyword set. The method will utilize Jaccard similarity to rank the results of retrieval, thus reducing the amount of calculation for similarity and saving a lot of time and space overhead. The method will also take consideration of multiple user queries through re-encryption technology and update user permissions dynamically. Security analysis demonstrates that the method can provide better privacy preservation and experimental results show that efficiency of cipher-text using the proposed method can improve the retrieval time and lower storage overhead as well.
Introduction
With the advancement of cloud computing, more and more enterprises and individuals choose the option of storing their data in cloud servers to enjoy the on-demand high quality applications and services from a shared pool of configurable computing resources as well as to reduce the burden of managing their own storage. Cloud, as an honest-but-curious platform, on the other hand, may pose a significant threat to privacy of user data. To prevent sensitive data from being leaked, user data should be encrypted before being outsourced to the cloud servers. However, data encryption would make the utilization of user data a great challenge due to the need of retrieving a large amount of cipher-texts as compared to plain-texts that can be easily identified through keyword search. In addition, users may sometimes be interested only in retrieving some specific files from the cloud, making keyword-based search a primary tool to access cloud data. Thus, it has become a serious issue to find the required files from a large number of cipher-text documents.
For the retrieval of cipher-text files, a lot of research has been done on fuzzy keyword search over encrypted data in the cloud. Song et al. proposed an encryption-searchable method in which an encryption keyword search scheme was implemented based on symmetric encryption system for cipher-text retrieval [1] . This scheme uses pseudorandom function, deterministic encryption and XOR algorithm to construct an encrypted keyword index and relies on the function of keyword search for encrypted data located on the server side to ensure that cipher-text information is not exposed. Chang et al. improved the above scheme through building a corresponding index for each document to improve the efficiency of retrieval, where each index contains the keyword threshold information of
•
The proposed multiple server searchable encryption scheme can provide the functionality of cipher-text retrieval for multiple servers. Compared to the single server model, our method can offer the capability of processing big data while securing data in the cloud.
The proposed scheme provides more flexible control of user access rights on cipher-text files. Access rights of different users on the same file are not required to be the same. Moreover, the scheme supports dynamic updating of user access rights to provide better security over shared data in the cloud.
The proposed scheme can reduce the complexity of Min-Hash by eliminating the construction of the fuzzy keyword set by performing fuzzy keyword search using Min-Hash fingerprints. The scheme utilizes Jaccard similarity to order the results of retrieval, which not only reduces the amount of calculation for similarity, but also lowers the space overhead to achieve high efficiency of retrieval.
Through constructing an efficient fuzzy keyword index tree, the proposed scheme uses the Min-Hash to generate the fingerprint index for the keywords without having to set the index storage space and define dictionary library in advance, which greatly reduces the complexity of search and saves a lot of storage space. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related work on searchable encryption. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme, which includes the system model, the design goal, and a detailed description of the scheme. Section 4 contains the security analysis and provides the experiment results of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Song et al. were among the first who put forward the notion of searchable encryption and proposed the encrypted keyword search scheme (SWP scheme) based on symmetric cryptography, which caught the attention of the academic community on the research of searchable encryption technology. In the SWP scheme, each word in the files is encrypted in a double encryption fashion using a specially designed structure. Whenever a user wants to search a file, the cipher-text of the keywords should be generated and sent to the server. Through scanning and contrasting the cipher-text using the encrypted keywords, the server can confirm the authentic keywords and count the number of occurrences. Thus, the overhead of search is proportional to the size of the database, causing the efficiency to be low.
Goh et al. proposed a scheme to improve the efficiency of encrypted search that uses the Bloom classifier to perform screen and preprocess for the encrypted search [11] . The scheme would construct a Bloom classifier through keyword index and use the classifier as the filter during preprocessing. Through a series of Hash operations, some invalid query thresholds can be excluded, thus avoiding invalid thresholds from complicated encrypted queries. The computational complexity of a search in the scheme can be reduced to be in direct proportion to the number of encrypted files. In addition, the security definition of IND-CKA (adaptive Chosen Keyword Attack) was also provided in the work. Chang et al. proposed a scheme that is very similar to the above scheme without using the Bloom filter [12] .
Curtmola et al. improved the definition of security by considering the trapdoor issues and used the inverted index for the first time to improve the efficiency of retrieval [13] . In this scheme, a hash index table is set up for the entire encrypted files each record of which contains the trapdoor keyword information and the corresponding encrypted file address set that contains the keyword. The cost of retrieval was shown to be reduced to be proportional to the number of keywords, not the number of files in the database. Besides, the SSE-2 scheme proposed in the work could support multi-user search, but only the data owners are allowed to upload encrypted data. Curtmola et al. also proposed a method for symmetric searchable encryption. Through using a pseudo-random function and an array structure, the scheme would construct a new file index structure to optimize the query mechanism and provide fast retrieval of encrypted data.
The development of public key cryptography has helped keyword search to meet new requirements for applications. Boneh developed a public key-based keyword search scheme (PEKS), defined the corresponding security model, successfully proved the security of the scheme, and applied the encryption search technology in public key cryptosystems [14] . Li et al. proposed a scheme based on BF-IBE, a public key encryption with keyword index and the trapdoor retrieval through the linear Hash function, and showed that the method could resist keyword attacks during query processing [15] , ensuring that it is not possible for the server to obtain any information about the encrypted keyword through using Hash as well as the bilinear function.
It should be noted that the public key encryption with keyword search scheme introduced above is designed for single user environments. The user, as the owner of the data, owns the private key of the query and only the user can query the encrypted database stored in the server. In the cloud data sharing model, since data owners can authorize other users to share data resources, it would be too hard for single users to manage user access privileges in such encrypted keyword search schemes. There is thus the need to develop multi-user encryption search schemes that would allow dynamic authorization or revocation of user access privileges. In recent years, some research has been done on the development of multiple user encryption key search schemes in the cloud environment [16] that can support multi-user encryption keyword search through using linear pair and proxy re-encryption technologies. Yang et al. introduced the idea of proxy re-encryption into public key searchable encryption and used query trapdoor conversion on the server side to allow multiple users to perform keyword query through query trapdoor generated by different keys [17] . A user authorization and revocation system was also designed. The multiple keyword search was mostly focused on the logic with connectives support. Bijral et al. proposed a ranking search algorithm that can also protect privacy through encrypting the frequency of keywords using an order preserving encryption algorithm [18] .
To improve the utilization of data, Li et al. proposed a fuzzy keyword search scheme that can still return relevant data in case that the user input had minor errors or format inconsistencies [19] . The scheme makes use of two fuzzy set construction methods based on grams and wildcards, respectively, and defines the similarity between keywords based on the edit distance. Wang et al. performed further research on fuzzy keyword search with formal proof of security [20] .
Due to security and performance considerations, it has become increasingly likely that the owner of big data wants to spread massive amount of data across multiple cloud servers, making it necessary to develop solutions for the multi-server model. This paper will propose a fuzzy keyword search scheme for multiple servers and multiple users that can preserve the security and privacy and, at the same time, improve the efficiency of data retrieval.
The Proposed Fuzzy Keyword Search Scheme Based on MinHash

Preliminaries
LSH (Locality Sensitive Hashing) was first proposed by Indyk et al [21] to solve the problem of approximate nearest neighbor search. The basic idea is to generate the same hash key value for the points that are close in terms of their distance in the dataset. It has been shown that LSH algorithm has the obvious advantages of lowering the consumption of space and improving the efficiency of query processing compared to other schemes. The LSH method can thus help to return approximate nearest neighbor query results quickly in a probabilistic way, ensuring the accuracy of query results as well as the efficiency in terms of space and time.
LSH provides an effective way of retrieving one or more data points that are adjacent to the query data point in a massive and high dimensional dataset. LSH can not only find the most adjacent data to the query point while minimizing the number of data points that need to be matched, but also ensure a high probability of finding the nearest neighbor data points. As one of the most commonly used methods of LSH, the MinHash algorithm uses Jaccard similarity as a measurement standard to detect the similarity of two objects. The higher the Jaccard similarity, the more similar the two objects. In addition, the smaller the distance between two objects, the greater the possibility that two objects belong to the same class. Traditional methods are not very efficient in measuring the similarity between two datasets with a large number of elements, i.e., the dimension of the feature space is very large. In such cases, MinHash can deal with the problem with great efficiency.
3.1.1. Jaccard Similarity Jaccard similarity, also known as Jaccard coefficient, is a measure of similarity based on the metrics of distance [22] . The definition of Jaccard coefficient is as follows: Definition 1 (Jaccard coefficient). Given two finite sets A and B, the Jaccard coefficients of A and B J(A, B) is defined by the following equation:
As can be seen in Equation (1), the Jaccard similarity of sets A and B is equal to the number of common elements of the two sets divided by the total number of elements in them. It is clear that Jaccard similarity falls into the range [0, 1].
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Definition 2 (Jaccard coefficient). Jaccard similarity (A, B) can convert to Jaccard distance using the following equation:
It is thus clear from Equation (2) that the bigger the Jaccard similarity, the more similar the two objects that are involved and the smaller the distance between the two objects.
To derive the similarity of object sets, we can use a feature matrix in which each column represents a set and each row expresses the same element of all the object sets. If an element appears in the corresponding row of a set, then the value of the row is set to 1, otherwise, it is set to 0. For example, for the set S = {a, b, c, d, e} in which the four object sets are S 1 = {a, d}, S 2 = {c}, S 3 = {b, d, e} and S 4 = {a, c, d}, the matrix of the four object sets is shown in Table 1 . Using Equation (1), the Jaccard similarity of sets S 1 and S 4 is 2/3 in the above example.
Definition 3 (MinHash Signature).
Given a random sequence A of n elements, the MinHash signature h min (A) of the sequence is defined as follows:
Definition 4 (MinHash Function). Given two finite sets A and B, the probability that the two sets have the same value of MinHash is defined as:
In applications, the MinHash function generates multiple hash for the target items so that similar items are more likely to hash into the same bucket than dissimilar ones. Moreover, if a document with at least one element being hashed into the bucket is considered to be a candidate, similarity between candidates can be examined to find similar documents in the candidate set.
For two sets A and B, h min (A) = h min (B) means that any element with its MinHash value in A∪B is also in A∩B. The hypothesis is that h(x) is a good Hash function if it has good homogeneity since it can map different elements to different integers. Therefore, the similarity of sets A and B is the same as the probability that the MinHash values of A and B are the same after passing through the Hash. Furthermore, the probability that they become the candidate pair is 1 − (1 − S L ) K , where S is the Jaccard similarity of sets A and B.
Order Preserving Encryption
Order preserving encryption (OPE) [23] is a kind of encryption that would keep the encrypted data elements in the same sequential order as that of the original data elements before encryption. With OPE, comparison of ciphertext data can be realized. For example, if a < b, then OPE(k, a) < OPE(k, b), where k is the key used for the encryption. 
The System Model
In our proposed model, searchable encryption involves four different parties, as illustrated in Figure 1 : the data owner, the authorized user, the server S and the cloud servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N . The data owner encrypts data before uploading it into the cloud as well as authorizes users to retrieve it. After authorization, the user can retrieve the corresponding cipher-text files according to keywords. The server S is dedicated to store the index after the data owner encrypts it while providing partial retrieval services to the user. The cloud servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N store the cipher-text files uploaded by the data owner and the cipher-text index by the server S after re-encryption while providing retrieval services to the user. Tw: the trapdoor of the keyword w; Δ = {αi}: a predefined set of symbols, where |Δ| = 2 n and each symbol can be expressed by n bits; GW: the index tree that contains all the fuzzy keywords; h(hk, •): one-way hash function using key hk; (sk, •): the symmetric encryption algorithm using key sk; OPE(ek, •): an order-preserving encryption function using key ek; D(w) = {id(Di)|w ∊ Di,1 ≤ i ≤ n}: the collection of IDs of all the documents containing the keyword w.
In our proposed model, searchable encryption involves four different parties, as illustrated in Figure 1 : the data owner, the authorized user, the server S and the cloud servers S1, S2, …, SN. The data owner encrypts data before uploading it into the cloud as well as authorizes users to retrieve it. After authorization, the user can retrieve the corresponding cipher-text files according to keywords. The server S is dedicated to store the index after the data owner encrypts it while providing partial retrieval services to the user. The cloud servers S1, S2, …, SN store the cipher-text files uploaded by the data owner and the cipher-text index by the server S after re-encryption while providing retrieval services to the user. Assume that the cloud servers are honest-but-curious, i.e., they will carry out search operations correctly but, nonetheless, are considered to pose threats to data security and privacy. Also assume that the number of authorized users is n, i.e., U = {u1, u2, ..., un}, and the number of files uploaded into the cloud is k, i.e., F = {f1, f2, ..., fk}. To provide the functionality of protecting the security of the data, a set of keywords W = {w1, w2, …, wp} are extracted from the set of files before they are uploaded. In addition, fingerprint Si of keyword wi is used to construct an index I through the keyword fingerprint generation algorithm based on the MinHash technique. The set of encrypted files and the index I are eventually uploaded onto the cloud servers. The set of encrypted files are divided into N portions according to certain rules and stored on the servers S1, S2, …, SN, respectively. Assume that the cloud servers are honest-but-curious, i.e., they will carry out search operations correctly but, nonetheless, are considered to pose threats to data security and privacy. Also assume that the number of authorized users is n, i.e., U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n }, and the number of files uploaded into the cloud is k, i.e., F = {f 1 , f 2 , ..., f k }. To provide the functionality of protecting the security of the data, a set of keywords W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w p } are extracted from the set of files before they are uploaded. In addition, fingerprint S i of keyword w i is used to construct an index I through the keyword fingerprint generation algorithm based on the MinHash technique. The set of encrypted files and the index I are eventually uploaded onto the cloud servers. The set of encrypted files are divided into N portions according to certain rules and stored on the servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N , respectively.
An authorized user would get the key of trapdoor provided by the data owner, generate the fingerprint of the keyword for a query and then construct the keyword trapdoor T w before presenting it to the cloud server. To improve the accuracy of search, the cloud server needs to sort the search results. To save bandwidth, an authorized user can upload an integer k together with T w to the cloud server for it to return the most relevant top-k cipher-text files. Finally, the authorized user can use the key to decrypt the obtained cipher-text documents.
The Proposed Scheme
The proposed scheme focuses on the construction of encrypted search based on the MinHash algorithm that is comprised of the following steps:
(1) Setup (k): The data owner inputs security parameter k and outputs a p-order cyclic group G based on g. Assume that there is a one-way hash function F(·): {0,1}*→{0,1} n , a homomorphic hash function H(·) and a hash function Z(·) for compression. Let En(·) be a packet encryption algorithm for file encryption, Index(·) be the key index for public key encryption and E' sk (·) be the public key encryption algorithm for digital signature. The data owner randomly selects the master key s ∈ Z * p and an auxiliary key s' ∈ Z * p , calculates h = g s and h' = g s − s' , randomly selects a pseudo-random function f:{0,1} k × Z * p → Z * p as well as a random parameter t ∈ {0,1} k . The data owner could then get H(x):{0,1}*→ Z * p and H'(x):{0,1}*→ Z * p , select a symmetric key K for packet encryption algorithm En(·) and publish params = (G, g, p, f, H, H', h, En(·)) to complete the generation of the public parameters and keys. The data owner enters the packet key K, the auxiliary key s', the random parameter t, file D and its keyword list W= {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w d }, randomly selects r ∈ Z * p , calculates g r , h" = (h') r and h r , and sends h" to the cloud server S. It should then calculate δ i = f[t,H(w i )] and E(w i ) according to Equation (5), make I = (g r , h r , E(w 1 ), E(w 2 ), . . . , E(w d )), calculate C = En K (D) and sends I and the encrypted index structure to the cloud server S. The set of ciphertext documents C = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m ) are divided into N portions according to some rules and then sent to the cloud servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N .
(6) S-Encrypt(I): The server S executes the algorithm to re-encrypt the index I, enters index I and h", calculates E'(w i ) according to Equation (6) and I' = (g r , h r , E'(
] to replace the corresponding keywords, and sends the newly generated keyword index structure to the cloud server S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N .
Future Internet 2018, 10, 38 8 of 18 (7) Trapdoor (s', t, w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w w '): The authorized user enters s', t and keywords w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w w ' to be retrieved, randomly selects t" ∈ Z * p and calculates Y = (g r ) t" . For each keyword w i to be searched, the user calculates the fingerprint value of the keyword w i by using the keyword fingerprint generation algorithm MinHash (s', w i ), which is the trapdoor T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ w. The trapdoor T = (T 1 , T 2 , ..., T w , Y) is sent to the server S. (8) Search (T, I, C): After the cloud server S receives the search request from the authorized user, it enters h", calculates the Jaccard distance of the fingerprint Si in the trapdoor T and index I w i and sends I" to servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N . Then, server S j (j = 1, 2, . . . , N) calculates m = A(u i )∩A(f x ) according to Jaccard similarity to query file access table of f x and u i in user table. If m ≥ X i , f x will be added to the result, otherwise u i has no access. S j would continue searching for files with high similarity and, when the process completes, send the accessed files to the cloud server S. All the other n-1 servers repeat the same work in parallel. Server S will send the top-t (1 ≤ t ≤ k) files to the authorized user or "could not find relevant documents" to the user. (9) Decrypt (K, C'): The authorized user inputs the packet key K and the received ciphertext C' and decrypts the top-t ciphertext documents to recover the plaintext files.
Implementation of the Algorithm
Keyword Fingerprint Generation Based on MinHash
The traditional MinHash algorithm can be used to generate a fingerprint for each document, making it suitable only for applicable document query scenarios. For information retrieval, the use of keywords to query documents has become more common. Therefore, the MinHash algorithm needs to be improved so that it can be used to generate more than one fingerprints for keywords. To extract more than one feature for each keyword, the following scheme makes use of the n-gram method to process keywords. In addition, since the traditional MinHash algorithm is mainly used in the plaintext data, only ordinary hash functions are used. Since our proposed scheme is to be applied to encrypted data, to improve the security of the scheme, this paper uses a keyed one-way hash function h (hk, ·) instead. The specific steps of generating a keyword fingerprint based on MinHash are as follows:
(1) Input the keyword w that needs to be processed and initialize both τ-dimensional vectors V and S to 0 in which the value of the δ i is the same as the number of finger of hash value generated by hash function h. (2) Process the keyword w by n-gram to obtain multiple features of the keyword. In this scenario, to get more accurate search results, keywords need to be divided as much as possible, i.e., n = 2. For example, when w is encrypted, after 2-gram processing, gramset = {en, nc, ry, yp, pt} is obtained, where each element in gramset is a feature of the keyword w. An example of using the above algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 : Assume that the user needs to retrieve keyword w = encrypt. Due maybe to the carelessness of the user, the keyword that is actually entered is w' = encript, i.e., y is misspelled as i. Using the traditional hash algorithm, any difference between two keywords will result in two completely different hash values. Using the keyword fingerprint generation algorithm, however, since the keywords have undergone n-gram processing, the value of the keyword fingerprint is determined by a plurality of elements in the gramset. When the user misspells one letter, only two out of the six elements in the gramset are changed, i.e., ry becomes ri and yp becomes ip. Although the hash values of the two elements result in differences (dotted box in Figure 2 ), since the fingerprint is derived from mapping the hash values of six elements, the other four unaltered elements play a dominant role in the value of the fingerprint. Therefore, the Jaccard distance between the fingerprint of the misspelled keyword and that of the correct keyword is smaller than the fingerprint of other irrelevant keywords. Using this technique, the user can search for the correct keyword by comparing the Jaccard distance between the fingerprints even in the case of some misspellings. As can be seen in Figure 2 , since the Jaccard distance between fingerprints S 1 and S 2 through calculation is 2, it can be determined that the keyword "encrypt" corresponding to fingerprint S 1 could be a keyword that the user can use to do the search. During the search phase, the cloud server will also calculate the Jaccard distance J w i of the fingerprint trap gate T w and the index S i in the index I w i = {S i , FID w i } according to the same principle. Therefore, according to Jaccard distance J w i , the set of top-k ciphertext documents C' = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c k ) are returned to the user.
A New Retrieval Method
To further expand this scheme and make it suitable for large datasets, this paper proposes to construct a fingerprint index tree G W to improve the efficiency of search, as shown in Figure 3 . When an index tree is built, the root node is generated first, which is a set that is empty. Then, the fingerprint S i of the keyword w i ∈ W is calculated. If S i is τ bits in length, S i can be divided into τ/λ segments with each segment being expressed using α ρ , a binary bit stream of length λ. S i can thus be expressed as α 1 α 2 · · · α τ /λ and each α ρ represents a node. When α ρ is a leaf node, {FID ij , OPE(ek, Score ij )} is inserted in the leaf node. Each path from the root node to the leaf node represents the fingerprint S i of a keyword. The above operation is performed for each keyword until a complete fingerprint index tree is constructed.
an index tree is built, the root node is generated first, which is a set that is empty. Then, the fingerprint Si of the keyword wi ∈ W is calculated. If Si is τ bits in length, Si can be divided into τ/λ segments with each segment being expressed using αρ, a binary bit stream of length λ. Si can thus be expressed as α1α2 ατ/λ and each αρ represents a node. When αρ is a leaf node, {FIDij, OPE(ek, Scoreij)} is inserted in the leaf node. Each path from the root node to the leaf node represents the fingerprint Si of a keyword. The above operation is performed for each keyword until a complete fingerprint index tree is constructed. There are now two issues to consider. The first issue is that the simple equivalence comparison following a traditional index tree traversal method would stop as soon as the value of the compared node is different from the expected one. This obviously cannot be used for comparing Jaccard distances, neither can it be for comparing the similarity of two sets. The second issue is that if the fingerprint of a keyword and the Jaccard distance need to be calculated, traversal of the index tree needs to get to the leaf node. Therefore, if all the Jaccard distances need to be determined, traversal of the entire index tree is required, which would hardly achieve the original goal for building an index tree to improve efficiency. To achieve the goals of not necessarily traversing the whole index tree and comparing Jaccard distances, this paper proposes a new traversal method based on the characteristics of Jaccard distance as follows.
Phase 1:
Assume that the user wants to retrieve the most relevant k-documents. Before traversing the index tree, the cloud server would first construct a set U of capacity k. In the initial search phase, without any condition for decision-making, the first found leaf node can be retrieved through depth-first search and the Jaccard distance J w i between the root-to-leaf node path string S i and the trapdoor T W is calculated. The information associated with this leaf node [J w i , FID i j , OPE(ek, Score i j ) ] is then stored in U. Following the depth-first search, every leaf node will be traversed, and the associated information of each leaf node is similarly stored in U in the order of J w i . When the set U is filled with k documents, search of leaf nodes stops although the documents in U at this point are not necessarily the final result of the search. The maximum value of J w i in the set U is recorded as J max , and execution goes into phase 2.
Phase 2:
(1) When an intermediate node S i is reached during the traversal, the Jaccard distanceĴ between the path from the root node to S i and T w is compared. IfĴ > J max , it implies that continuing the search from S i to all the nodes beneath it will only return documents that are no more relevant than the documents in the current U. Therefore, no node after S i will be traversed. Traversal of the index tree will continue only whenĴ ≤ J max . (2) If a leaf node is reached in the traversal, it must be the case thatĴ ≤ J max , meaning that the Jaccard distance calculated for the leaf node is less than or equal to the Jaccard distance J max of U. IfĴ = J max , the content of U is not changed. associated with J max stored in the U. Then, information [J w i , FID i j , OPE(ek, Score i j ) ] will be entered into U in an increasing order. This will result in a less relevant document to be remove from U, maintaining k documents in it. For the new set of documents in U, J max is reset, and traversal continues until all the leaf nodes are covered. It is very clear that following this method, some parts of the entire index tree will not be traversed, saving some traversal operations as well as time. The efficiency of search is therefore improved, which is very significant for massive datasets. Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code of the search method. Step 1:
Initialize the set U of capacity k to be null 
Authorization and Revocation User Privileges
Before performing an encrypted search, the user needs to be authorized by the data owner. For user U L , the data owner randomly selects a key SK U L ∈ Z * p and assigns it to the user as the query key. The user generates a re-encryption key RK U L →DO and transmits the user ID U L and the re-encryption key over a secret channel to the cloud server S. The authorized user U L generates a legal query threshold based on SK U L and uses the re-encryption key RK U L →DO to re-encrypt the query threshold to carry out the query correctly.
If the data owner wants to revoke the query permission of user UD, it needs to send the user's identity UD and revocation command to the cloud server S. S deletes the necessary attributes, complete legal re-encryption thresholds and query operations.
Security and Performance Analysis
In this section, we mainly analyze the performance as well as the security of the proposed scheme.
Security Analysis
Theorem 1. If DDH is established, no attacker can launch keyword attacks to destroy the system.
Proof.
If attacker A (a cloud storage server) wins the game IND-CKA with a non-negligible probability, then challenger C can use attacker A to solve challenge DDHP with an ignorable probability. Challenger C can challenge the game in the following steps:
• System establishment: Select DDHP parameters h 1 = g a , h 2 = g b , h 3 = g c , pseudo-random functions f: {0,1} k × Z * p →Z * p and random parameters t ∈ {0,1} k . Select hash function H(x):{0,1}*→ Z * p and calculate h = h 1 = g a , and params = (G,g,p,f,h,H) is used as the public parameter.
• Query before challenge: Attacker A asks challenger C for ciphertext index of keywords list W i = w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w m . Challenger C sends W i to A after encryption. For the encryption, challenger C randomly selects r ∈ Z * p , calculates g r and h r , ∀ w j ∈ W i , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, calculates
, outputs I = (g r ,h r ,E(w 1 ),E(w 2 ), . . . ,E(w m )) and sends I to A.
• Challenge: Attacker A randomly selects two keywords w 0 and w 1 that have not been inquired by challenger C and sends them to C. Challenger C randomly selects t ∈ {0,1}, calculates 
) of keywords w t is a correct keyword ciphertext, here h = h 1 = g a , h3 = gc = hb. If c = ab, I t must be the ciphertext of the correct keywords list, so there will be c = ab. If c = ab, A does not have a chance to win the game.
In a word, if A wins, challenger C can solve the DDHP challenge with a non-negligible probability. Therefore, if the DDH hypothesis in the group G 1 is established, the scheme satisfies IND-CKA security.
In addition, the file uses a symmetric encryption algorithm (such as DES or AES) to protect confidentiality. The keywords are encrypted through pseudo-random function fk and random parameter t. Since the attacker does not know t, it cannot know any information of the plaintext even if the keyword ciphertext is obtained, making the generated trapdoor safe. Finally, since the file index and the file itself are stored separately in servers S and S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N , as the server retrieves each keyword separately, the server does not get any more information than the retrieval results (such as which keywords are included in the ciphertext). Besides, in the algorithm Search(·), a secure multiparty computing protocol can be designed so that even if servers S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S N send the cipher-text to server S after encrypting the maximum value of each obtained dataset using the protocol, S can still compare the maximum value through a secure multiparty computing protocol. However, it is still possible for server S to know the specific values from the servers. Therefore, in the multiple server model, the data stored in the cloud is not less secure than the single server model.
Performance Analysis
We performed some experiment to test the performance of the proposed scheme on some actual datasets that we obtained from http://www/cs/cmu.edu/~enron/. The experiment environment is as follows: the operating system is 64-bit Windows 7, the CPU is an Inter(R) Core(TM) i5 (2.8 HGHz) with 4 GB of memory. We used the Java class library of PDFBox to extract the content of the PDF documents. The collection of keywords is formed after extracting the keywords of the document title and filtering out some stop words. In the experiment, Hmac-SHA1 was used as the one-way hash function with 160-bit outputs. The advantages of our proposed scheme are apparent after comparing it to the wildcard and the Gram scheme. Figure 4 shows the comparison result on the spatial overhead, showing that with the same set of keywords, the space cost of the fingerprint is much smaller than the ciphertext fuzzy set constructed by the traditional methods. The advantage on space overhead only becomes more obvious as the size of the dataset increases. The time consumed for constructing the keyword fuzzy set in the MinHash fingerprint is close to the Gram method with d = 2 with the time overhead remaining at a relatively low level as shown in Figure 5 . The index construction time in Figure 6 shows that when the editing distance increases, the size of the fuzzy set increases sharply, so does the index construction time in the conventional method. When the edit distance remains the same, the fuzzy set generated by the wildcard is relatively large, so is the index construction time. Thus, the index construction time is greatly affected by the fuzzy set in the traditional method. However, the proposed scheme uses keyword fingerprints to construct The time consumed for constructing the keyword fuzzy set in the MinHash fingerprint is close to the Gram method with d = 2 with the time overhead remaining at a relatively low level as shown in Figure 5 . The time consumed for constructing the keyword fuzzy set in the MinHash fingerprint is close to the Gram method with d = 2 with the time overhead remaining at a relatively low level as shown in Figure 5 . The index construction time in Figure 6 shows that when the editing distance increases, the size of the fuzzy set increases sharply, so does the index construction time in the conventional method. When the edit distance remains the same, the fuzzy set generated by the wildcard is relatively large, so is the index construction time. Thus, the index construction time is greatly affected by the fuzzy set in the traditional method. However, the proposed scheme uses keyword fingerprints to construct a fingerprint index tree, which will not be affected by the size of the fuzzy collections. In the index The index construction time in Figure 6 shows that when the editing distance increases, the size of the fuzzy set increases sharply, so does the index construction time in the conventional method. When the edit distance remains the same, the fuzzy set generated by the wildcard is relatively large, so is the index construction time. Thus, the index construction time is greatly affected by the fuzzy set in the traditional method. However, the proposed scheme uses keyword fingerprints to construct a fingerprint index tree, which will not be affected by the size of the fuzzy collections. In the index construction phase, the proposed scheme calculates the key fingerprints and relevance scores, which incurs very little time overhead while reducing the storage space and optimizing the sorting results. Figure 7 shows multi-server search efficiency, which compares the single-server model with the multi-server model where the number of servers is 1, 10, 50 and 100, respectively. As can be seen in the figure, when the number of ciphertext files remains the same, the more the number of servers participating in the search, the higher the search efficiency. Especially, as the number of files increases, the improvement on search efficiency becomes more significant. The retrieval time does not always decrease with the increase in the number of servers, however, since the server S needs to sort out the retrieval results transmitted from the servers S 1 , S 2 , ..., S N before deriving the final retrieval results. The experiment also indicates that when the number of servers is not particularly large, search for ciphertext files in the multi-server model will result in significant improvement on efficiency as the number of servers participating in the search increases. This is especially the case with a large number of documents. number of servers participating in the search increases. This is especially the case with a large number of documents. Experiment was also performed to analyze different file segmentation storage methods, i.e., random segmentation and average segmentation, under single server model and multiple server model. In the experiment, each file has 40 keywords and the keyword trapdoor that the user utilizes for retrieval contains 10 keywords. Figure 8a -c show the results with 10, 50 and 100 servers, respectively. Moreover, the number of files that are retrieved in parallel (not exceeding the trapdoor number of servers participating in the search increases. This is especially the case with a large number of documents. Experiment was also performed to analyze different file segmentation storage methods, i.e., random segmentation and average segmentation, under single server model and multiple server model. In the experiment, each file has 40 keywords and the keyword trapdoor that the user utilizes for retrieval contains 10 keywords. Figure 8a -c show the results with 10, 50 and 100 servers, respectively. Moreover, the number of files that are retrieved in parallel (not exceeding the trapdoor Experiment was also performed to analyze different file segmentation storage methods, i.e., random segmentation and average segmentation, under single server model and multiple server model. In the experiment, each file has 40 keywords and the keyword trapdoor that the user utilizes for retrieval contains 10 keywords. Figure 8a -c show the results with 10, 50 and 100 servers, respectively. Moreover, the number of files that are retrieved in parallel (not exceeding the trapdoor of the number of servers) may be stored randomly on the servers (MSRD) or equally divided among the servers (MSUD). Figure 8 shows the average value of 10 experiments.
Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation of search results in information retrieval involves several evaluation criteria including precision and recall [24] which are defined below.
Precision =
The number of related files retrieved by the system Total number of files returned by the system Figure 9 shows the average accuracy of multiple search results. As discussed before, different hash functions generate hash values with different numbers of bits, thus affecting the accuracy of the search results. The more the number of bits that are correct, the higher the rate of correction. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that when the number of returned documents is less than 60, Hmac-SHA1 should be used and the rate of correction of the results is close to 100%. As the number of returned documents increases further, some of the lower-ranked documents will be returned some of which may be irrelevant documents, causing the accuracy of search results to follow a downward trend. Another solution is to use Hmac-MD5 as the hash function. However, since the number of bits in Hmac-MD5 (128 bits) is less than that in Hmac-SHA1 (160 bits), Hmac-MD5 makes the generated fingerprints incapable of better reflecting keyword characteristics. Therefore, the accuracy of the search results when using Hmac-MD5 is lower than that using Hmac-SHA1. In both cases, however, as the number of irrelevant documents returned increases, the accuracy rate will follow a downward trend. This experiment demonstrates that the number of bits generated by the hash function used in the proposed scheme will have an impact on the correction rate of the search results. Figure 9 shows the average accuracy of multiple search results. As discussed before, different hash functions generate hash values with different numbers of bits, thus affecting the accuracy of the search results. The more the number of bits that are correct, the higher the rate of correction. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that when the number of returned documents is less than 60, Hmac-SHA1 should be used and the rate of correction of the results is close to 100%. As the number of returned documents increases further, some of the lower-ranked documents will be returned some of which may be irrelevant documents, causing the accuracy of search results to follow a downward trend. Another solution is to use Hmac-MD5 as the hash function. However, since the number of bits in Hmac-MD5 (128 bits) is less than that in Hmac-SHA1 (160 bits), Hmac-MD5 makes the generated fingerprints incapable of better reflecting keyword characteristics. Therefore, the accuracy of the search results when using Hmac-MD5 is lower than that using Hmac-SHA1. In both cases, however, as the number of irrelevant documents returned increases, the accuracy rate will follow a downward trend. This experiment demonstrates that the number of bits generated by the hash function used in the proposed scheme will have an impact on the correction rate of the search results.
Another solution is to use Hmac-MD5 as the hash function. However, since the number of bits in Hmac-MD5 (128 bits) is less than that in Hmac-SHA1 (160 bits), Hmac-MD5 makes the generated fingerprints incapable of better reflecting keyword characteristics. Therefore, the accuracy of the search results when using Hmac-MD5 is lower than that using Hmac-SHA1. In both cases, however, as the number of irrelevant documents returned increases, the accuracy rate will follow a downward trend. This experiment demonstrates that the number of bits generated by the hash function used in the proposed scheme will have an impact on the correction rate of the search results. Figure 10 shows the average rate of recall for multiple search results from which we can see that in the proposed scheme that uses Hmac-SHA1 as the hash function, the recall rate rises as the number of returned documents increases. Because it is the ratio of related documents that are returned to all relevant documents, the recall rate is lower when the number of returned documents is small. Since the ranking algorithm in the proposed scheme can optimize the sorted results, when the number of returned documents reaches 90, the recall rate approaches 100%. The use of Hmac-MD5 results in a lower recall rate as expected for a similar reason. That is, since the number of bits (128 bits) that it generates as the message digest is less than that generated by Hmac-SH1 (160 bits), the resulting Figure 10 shows the average rate of recall for multiple search results from which we can see that in the proposed scheme that uses Hmac-SHA1 as the hash function, the recall rate rises as the number of returned documents increases. Because it is the ratio of related documents that are returned to all relevant documents, the recall rate is lower when the number of returned documents is small. Since the ranking algorithm in the proposed scheme can optimize the sorted results, when the number of returned documents reaches 90, the recall rate approaches 100%. The use of Hmac-MD5 results in a lower recall rate as expected for a similar reason. That is, since the number of bits (128 bits) that it generates as the message digest is less than that generated by Hmac-SH1 (160 bits), the resulting fingerprints generated cannot better distinguish between the characteristics of keywords. As the number of returned documents increases, the recall rate will gradually go up after more related documents are returned. The experiment proves that the number of bits generated by the hash function used to generate message digests definitely has an impact on the recall rate of search results. fingerprints generated cannot better distinguish between the characteristics of keywords. As the number of returned documents increases, the recall rate will gradually go up after more related documents are returned. The experiment proves that the number of bits generated by the hash function used to generate message digests definitely has an impact on the recall rate of search results. 
Conclusions
With the rapid development and maturity of cloud computing, more and more users will choose to transfer data to cloud servers for storage in order to save storage as well as maintenance costs. Thus, security of stored data and privacy of user search has become a great challenge. Searchable encryption technology is a viable solution that would protect user data in the cloud and allow the user to access encrypted data on the cloud servers. Fuzzy keyword searchable encryption represents further advancement of the searchable encryption technology, for it can tolerate minor spelling errors and inconsistencies in search requests. This paper proposed an efficient fuzzy keyword search scheme for multi-server and multi-user environments. Major advantages of the proposed scheme include reduced overhead of keyword index space storage through generating the keyword fingerprint, improved efficiency and accuracy of retrieval and provable security of keyword trapdoor. Analysis and experimental evaluation using the open Enron dataset demonstrated that the scheme proposed in this paper can effectively boost the usability of systems and the efficiency of document retrieval. In the future, we plan to expand the attack model to allow attackers to assume a variety of roles, such as registered user, registered server, 
With the rapid development and maturity of cloud computing, more and more users will choose to transfer data to cloud servers for storage in order to save storage as well as maintenance costs. Thus, security of stored data and privacy of user search has become a great challenge. Searchable encryption technology is a viable solution that would protect user data in the cloud and allow the user to access encrypted data on the cloud servers. Fuzzy keyword searchable encryption represents further advancement of the searchable encryption technology, for it can tolerate minor spelling errors and inconsistencies in search requests. This paper proposed an efficient fuzzy keyword search scheme for multi-server and multi-user environments. Major advantages of the proposed scheme include reduced overhead of keyword index space storage through generating the keyword fingerprint, improved efficiency and accuracy of retrieval and provable security of keyword trapdoor. Analysis and experimental evaluation using the open Enron dataset demonstrated that the scheme proposed in this paper can effectively boost the usability of systems and the efficiency of document retrieval. In the future, we plan to expand the attack model to allow attackers to assume a variety of roles, such as registered user, registered server, network eavesdropper, etc. as the basis to further improve the security and the usability of the proposed scheme.
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